
 

 
 
Common ly A s ked Qu es tion s  
 

Why hire a designer?   
An interior designer provides more than just window treatments and pillow patterns.  An interior 
designer ensures that a home feels harmonious throughout from the floor plan to the smallest nail 
head detail. Working with an interior designer provides consideration for aesthetic balance to reflect 
the clients’ lifestyle and complement the home’s existing features and even the less glamorous 
details like electrical outlets and air vents. An interior designer also maintains relationships with 
trusted craftsmen, vendors and those who help execute the design.  
 
What information should I provide to my designer? 
Having input from all household members at the outset helps avoid potential conflicts down the 
road.  Speak with your spouse, partner or family and come to a consensus about the overall look 
you are trying to achieve before bringing the professional into the picture.  The more information 
you can provide to your designer, the better.  Collect photos from magazines of rooms, furniture, 
and color schemes you like and use these to illustrate your ideas.  
 
How long is the design process from consultation to delivery & install? 
The design process varies depending on the scope of the project.  Construction and remodeling 
can take significantly longer than new paint and furniture.  Adding on additional items and 
increasing the scope of work will increase the timeline.   

 
What are the stages in the design process? 
The process begins with research and analysis of the client’s wants and needs which is translated 
into a preliminary space plan that may include two and three dimensional concept studies. Selection 
of materials, finishes, furniture and fixtures follows.  Project management is an added service that 
includes project scheduling, administration of bids and observation of projects until completion.   
 
What is the client’s role in the process? 
The client should be open and honest with the designer but that also entails being specific about 
their likes and dislikes.  Allow the designer to give your project the time and level of detail you 
deserve.  Be reasonable with your timeline: realize that nothing takes five minutes.   
 
What if I don’t like the initial design my designer has come up with? 
Once hired, you and your designer will work together to determine your style.  Certain elements 
initially selected may not be ideally what you were looking for and therefore communication is very 
important. Be honest with your designer, keep an open mind and look at the space as a whole.  
Allow your designer to explain why they chose a certain piece of furniture or fabric pattern.    
 
What if I have a difficult time making decisions? 
If you are having a difficult time making a decision, explain to your designer exactly what you like 
about a space: is it the overall feel or a specific color or furniture piece?  Working with a designer 
can help you narrow down your goals, realize what your aesthetic style is, and provide a design that 
will help achieve this.  
 
What if the cost is much higher than anticipated? 
Always provide your designer with your initial goals and budget.  The designer will compile a 
realistic proposal that may not align with your budget.  You will work with the designer to fine tune 
the budget and determine your priorities.   



 
What is the return policy? 
Designers buy from a variety of vendors; retail, wholesale and custom.  You will sign off on all 
purchases before the orders are placed. All custom items are not returnable, but any damages 
incurred in delivery are covered.  Retail items can returned but may be subject to restocking fees.  
Because wholesale items are sold at trade price, most vendors do not allow returns.  
 
What is involved in the billable hours that the designer will charge?  
In addition to the design itself and the hours you spend with your designer, you may be billed for 
travel time, site visits, shopping, phone conversations, email responses, and coordination with other 
trades.  You will be charged for design ideas presented, whether they are implemented or not, and 
these ideas are also licensed to the designer,  
 
What is the payment process? 
The scope of the project is determined between the client and designer in the first phase of the 
project. For large remodeling projects and small room redesigns, a plan is created including 
estimates and proposals. For all projects, 50% of payment is due upon signing the finalized 
proposal, 25% is due upon ordering of materials, furniture and fixtures, and the final 25% is due 
upon completion of the project.  Please note that estimated budgets and actual costs may vary; at 
each payment schedule a reconciled budget will be provided.   
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